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ABSTRACT 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for Toeplitz and block Toephtz matrices to 
have Toeplitz inverse are given. Maximal algebras of scalar Toeplitz matrices are fully 
described. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Huang and CIine [6] obtained a simple criterion for a nonsingular scalar 
Toeplitz matrix R =(r,_,)~,,=O with r, # 0 to have a Toeplitz inverse. 
GreviIle [4] pointed out that their result remains true also when r, = 0. The 
result is as follows: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let R = (r,_,)~,,=O be a non-singular Toeplitz matrix. 
Then R-l is a Toeplitz matrix if and only if there exist complex numbers 
a, b,tl, t,, . . . , t, such that R admits the representation 
R= 
TO bt,, . . . bt, 
at1 To ..* bt2 
at, at,_, ... r. 
\ 
(1.1) 
The matrix in (1.1) is known as a generalized circulant (see [3]). 
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In this paper we prove an equivalent condition which will be generalized 
to the case of block Toeplitz matrices. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let R = (rP_,);,,=O be a nonsingulur Toeplitz matrix. 
Then R-l is a Toeplitz matrix if and only if there exist complex numbers 
zo, .z 1,..., z, such that 
r,_,_, = rpz, - ZJO (p=1,2,...,n) 0.2) 
and 
TpZq = zprq (p,q=l,~,...J+ (1.3) 
This result leads to the following generalization of Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let R = (rP_,)i,,=o be a Toeplitz matrix. Then all the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(a) There exist numbers a, b, t,,. . . , t, such that either a = 1 or a = 0, 
b = 1 for which R is of the fomL (1.1). 
(b) The matrix R2 is a Toeplitz matrix. 
(c) All positive powers of R are Toeplitz matrices. 
(d) The matrix R belongs to an algebra of Toeplitz matrices. 
In the case of a nonsingular matrix R the following statement is equiv- 
alent to each of the previous ones: 
(e) The matrix R-’ is a Toeplitx matrix. 
Theorem 1.3 enables us to give a full description of all maximal algebras 
of scalar Toeplitz m&ces. 
For any complex number LY, let us denote by III, the set of all Toeplitz 
matrices R of the form (l.l), where a = 1, b = a! and r,, t,, . . . , t, are any 
complex numbers. Let us denote by III, the set of alI upper triangular 
Toeplitz matrices [i.e. all Toeplitz matrices R of the form (1.1) where a = 0, 
b= 1 and r,, tl,..., t,, are any complex numbers]. 
The following theorem gives a one-to-one correspondence between all the 
maximal algebras of scalar Toeplitz matrices and alI the numbers in C, = 
Cu{co}. 
THEOREM 1.4. The set {IIIa}aGC, consists of all the maximal algebras 
of scalar Toeplitz matrices. 
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Let us consider the generalizations of the above results to the case of 
block matrices in which all the entries of the matrices are m X m matrices. 
Kailath and Koltracht [7] generalized the theorem of Huang and Cline [6] 
in the following way: 
THEOREM 1.5. A nxxlsingular block Toeplitz matrix R = (T~_~);,~=~ 
such that r, is invertible has a block Toeplitz inverse if and only if 
rp(ro) -lrq-,-, = Tp_l_n(TJ -IQ, (p,q=L%...,n). (14 
This paper contains a generalization of Theorem 1.2 to the block case 
which has no restriction on r,,. 
THEOREM 1.6. A rum-singular block Toeplitz matrix R = (T,,_~);,~=~ has 
a block Toe-p&, inverse if and only if there exist m X m matrices zO, zl,. . . , z, 
and wO,wl,...,w, such that 
TO”” = z&l 1 (1.5) 
T p-l-n = zorp - row,_p = r,w, - zpro (p=1,2 ,..., n), (1.6) 
and 
rpw,_ = zprq (p,q=L2,...,4 0.7) 
We shall use this result to prove the following theorem, which has a 
similar structure to Theorem 1.5. 
THEOREM 1.7. A nonsingular block Toeplitz matrix R= (rp_,)~,,=o 
such that rs, is invertible for an integer q. > 0 has a block Toeplitz inverse if 
and only if 
ro(rqo) -lrqo-l-n = rq,-lh(rq,) -'r0 0.8) 
and 
r,_,_, = rp(rq,) elrqo-l-n = rgo-l-,(rq,) -‘rp (p=1,2 ,..., n). (1.9) 
Unlike the scalar case, there are examples of block Toephtz matrices R 
such that R-’ is a block Toeplitz matrix but R2 is not. We shall prove the 
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following theorem, which gives necessary and sufficient conditions on a block 
Toeplitz matrix to have block Toeplitz positive powers. 
THEOREM 1.8. LetR=(r,_,);,,=, beablockToeplitzmutrix, and&k 
be any integer k > 1. The matrices R2, R3,.. ., Rk are all block Toeplitz 
matrices if and only if 
~p(~o)J~q-l-n = ~p-l-n(~O)Jrq (p,q=1,2 ,..., n, j=O,l,..., k-2). 
(1.10) 
The generalization of Theorem 1.4 to the block case still remains an open 
question. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
The following notation wiU be used in both the scalar and the block cases. 
For example, the numeral 1 denotes either the unit number or the identity 
matrix I,. 
Let { eCp)};+ and { f(P)};=o be the following sets of columns and rows: 
eCP)= coI(6~,,1)~=,, fCp)= row(S,,,l)~=, (p=O,l,..., n). 
The notation 
L(g O,...&J = 
‘go 0 . . . 0 
g1 go ... 0 
g, g,_1 ... io 
/go g1 *-* g* ’ 
% 
0 go ... gn-1 
O,...&“) = : : 
\ ;, ;, . . . go / 
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and 
p, g1 ... 
I 
1 0 ... 
C”b O>...&)= : : 
0 ;, . . . 
‘0 0 ..* 
1 0 .** 
crk O,...,gn)= * * . . 
0 ;, . . . 
0 
i 
0 go 
0 g1 
. . . . 
; in 
will be used in the sequel. 
For any matrix A(u,,,)“,,,=~, let AT=(aq,P)i,q=o denote the trans- 
posed matrix of A. Define 
G(g o )..., g,) =Crtgo~...4”)*~ c,(g o )..., g,) =C”(gomg”)*. 
For any complex number (Y, let S, denote the matrix S, = C,(O, 0,. . . , 0, a) 
or equivalently S, = C,( a, 0,. . . , 0). It is clear that S, is the lower shift matrix, 
i.e. So = L(O,l,O ,..., 0). Let S, denote the upper shift matrix, i.e. S, = 
U(O,l,O )..., 0). Finally, let J denote the matrix 
(0 0 *** 0 1’ 
... J= p p f 9 . 
,; (j . . . ;, 0, 
It is clear that J2 = I, and that if A is a scalar Toeplitz matrix then 
]A*] = A. 
We shall use the following result, which is valid in both the scalar and the 
block cases. The proof is quite simple and therefore is omitted. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let A = (u,_,);,~=~ and B = (ZJ,_,);,,=~ be two 
(block) Toeplitz matrices. The product AB is a (block) Toeplitz matrix if and 
only if 
apbq_l_n = ap-l-nbq (P,q=l,2,...,4. 
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Following the results of Heinig and Rost [5], a criterion for a nonsingular 
matrix to have a Toeplitz inverse has been given in [l]. The generalization of 
this result to the block case has been given in [2]. These results led to 
Theorems 1.2 and 1.6. For a shorter proof, we shall use the following 
equivalent result, which can be derived from an earlier work of Lerer and 
Tismenetsky [8, 91. 
THEOREM 2.2. A nonsingular block matrix R has a block Toeplitn inverse 
if and only if there exist block vectors z = col(~,,)~=~ and w = row( ~,)“,=a 
such that 
RC,(w,,w,,...,w,)=C,(z,,z,,...,z,)R. (2.1) 
The proof of this theorem is straightforward, and therefore it is omitted as 
well. 
3. ALGEBRAS OF SCALAR TOEPLITZ MATRICES 
The following theorem is the scalar version of Theorem 2.2. We shall omit 
its proof, which is simple. 
THEOREM 3.1. A rumsingular matrix R has a Toeplitz inverse if and only 
if there exists a vector z = col(z,)F=, such that 
RC,(z,,~,_1,...,zo)=C,(zo,zl,...,z,)R. (3.1) 
Theorem 1.2 follows immediately from Theorem 3.1 by explicit calcula- 
tions using (3.1) and the assumption that R itself is a Toephtz matrix. 
We shall use the following necessary and sufficient condition on a matrix 
R to commute with S, and omit its straightforward computational proof. 
LEMMA 3.2. For any a in C,, a matrix R commutes with S, if and only 
if R E III,. 
The following equivalent version of Theorem 1.1 will be used in the 
course of the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let R = (r,_,)i q=O be a nonsingular Toeplitz matrix. 
The matrix R-l is a Toeplitz matrix if and only if there exists a in Cm such 
that R E II,. 
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Proof. First let us assume that R E III, for a certain (Y E Q= m. Therefore, 
it follows from Lemma 3.2 that 
RS, = S,R. (3.2) 
If (Y # co, then (3.2) implies both (1.2) and (1.3) with z0 = (Y, zi = zs = . . . 
=z = 0. 
I”n the case of (Y = co, then R is an upper triangular Toeplitz matrix 
R=U(r,,r,,..., T,,). The invertibility of R implies r0 # 0, and therefore (1.2) 
and(1.3)holdforz0=Oand zp= -~,,+i_~(r~))~ (p=l,...,n). 
Conversely, assume that R - ’ is a Toeplitz matrix. It follows from 
Theorem 1.2 that there exists a vector z = colt=, such that (1.2) and 
(1.3) hold. It follows from (1.2) that 
which, according to (1.3), implies 
T p-l-nrq = r r p q-l-n (p,9=1,2,...,4. (3.3) 
If rq = 0 for all o = 1,2,, . . , n, then R E HI,. Otherwise, there exists an 
integer q0 > 0 such that rq, # 0. Consequently, it follows from (3.3) that 
r,-lb, = qbq”) -lr,i,-l-n (p = l,%...,n), 
which implies (3.2) for (Y = ( rqO)-lrq,_l_n. Finally, it is clear from Lemma 
3.2 that R E II, for that 0~. H 
The following corollary might be deduced from Lemma 3.2 and the 
course of the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let R = (rp_q)~,q=O be a Toe&z matrix. There exists 
a number (Y E C m such that R E II a if and only if 
r p-l-nrq = T r p q-l-n ( p,q=1,2 ,..., n). 
Most of the details of the proof of Theorem 1.3 have been just presented. 
Let us complete the proof by collecting all the necessary details and putting 
them in order. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.3. Note that (a) means that R E II, for a certain 
(YEC,. 
It is clear that (d) implies (c) and that (c) implies (b), while (b) is 
equivalent to (a) by Corollary 3.4 and Proposition 2.1 applied to A = B = R. 
Lemma 3.2 shows that 111, is an algebra of ToepIitz matrices. Indeed, if 
A, and A, are in II,, then both their sum and their product commute with 
S,, and therefore the sum and the product are in II, too. Thus (a) is 
equivalent to (d). 
Finally, it is clear from Theorem 3.3 that if R is nonsingular, then (e) is 
equivalent to (a). W 
Note that in statement (b) of Theorem 1.3 the fact that R2 is a Toeplitz 
matrix cannot be replaced by higher powers of R. The following 3 X3 
Toeplitz matrix R is such that R3 is a Toeplitz matrix but neither R2 nor 
Rp’is: 
R3= 
while 
R-l= 
-11 1 
00 1. 
1 0 -1 1 
Let us conclude this section by proving Theorem 1.4. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. First let us show that for any (Y E C ccI the algebra 
of ToepIitz matrices II, is maximal. Indeed, lI,, contains the matrix S,, and 
it is clear from Proposition 2.1 that if R is a Toeplitz matrix, then RS, is a 
Toeplitz matrix if and only if R E II,. 
Conversely, let II be a maximal algebra of Toeplitz matrices. It is clear 
that II does not contain only diagonal Toeplitz matrices, as in that case it 
would be a proper subalgebra of each II,. Let R be any nondiagonal 
Toeplitz matrix in II. It is clear from Theorem 1.3 and Lemma 3.2 that R 
commutes with a certain S,. Moreover, for any Toeplitz matrix A E II it is 
clear that AR is a ToepIitz matrix, and Proposition 2.1 implies 
a p-l--nl;? = a r p q-l-n (p,9=1,%...,4. 
Therefore, as R is nondiagonal and commutes with S,, this relation implies 
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the commutativity of A and S,. Thus, by Lemma 3.2, A E S,. Consequently, 
II is a subalgebra of III,, but being a maximal algebra of Toeplitz matrices, 
II = II,. Note that the uniqueness of cx is provided by the nondiagonality 
of R. n 
4. FUNCTIONS OF BLOCK TOEPLITZ MATRICES 
First let us point out that Theorem 1.6 follows immediately from Theorem 
2.2. Indeed, (1.5)-(1.7) can be obtained by straightforward computations on 
(2.1) using the fact that R is a block Toeplitz matrix. 
The following theorem is a generalization of Theorem 1.7, and it stresses 
the role of generalized block circulants in the analysis of block Toeplitz 
algebras. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let R= (T,_,)~,,=~ be a nonsingular block Toeplitz 
matrix such that 
rankcol(r,)~=,=rankrow(r,)~=,=m. (4.1) 
The matrix R - ’ is a block Toeplitz matrix if and only if there exist m x m 
matrices c and d such that 
r,_,_, = CT, = rpd (p = 1,2,...,n) (4.2) 
cr, = rod. (4.3) 
Proof. First assume that there exist such matrices c and d. Define 
z0 = c, zi = . . . =z,=Oand wO=wl= . . . =w_r=O, w,=d.Itisclear 
that (1.5)-(1.7) follow from (4.2) and (4.3). Therefore, it follows from 
Theorem 1.6 that R-’ is a block Toeplitz matrix. Note that (4.1) is not 
required in this direction. 
Conversely, assume that R - ’ is a block Toeplitz matrix. According to 
Theorem 1.6 there exist block vectors z = col(z,)g=, and w = row( w,)i+, 
such that 
col(r,_,_.),“~,=col(rp)~~~w,-coI(zp)ro, 
row(rp-l_n)&l= z,row(r,);=,- rorow(wn_p)~=l, 
row” = zero > 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
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and 
It follows from (4.1) that there exist block vectors u = row( u,)g=r and 
0 = col( v,):= 1 such that 
row(uP)~=lcol(rP)~=l= row(rP)~=lcol(vP),“=,=Z,. (4.8) 
Therefore, (4.7) implies 
4z,),“=,= c01(r&=, (;lw~_qvq)> (4.9) 
and 
row( w,_p)~,l = ( I 5 uqzq row(rp)~=l. (4.10) q=l 
Define c = za - 
clear from (4.4) 
r,,C~=,u,z, and d = w, - (C~=lwn_qvq)rO. Then it is 
and (4.9) that T,_,~, = r,,d, while (4.5) and (4.10) imply 
rp~l-, =crp forall p=l,2,..., n. Consequently, (4.2) holds. 
Finally, it follows from the definition of c that 
which, according to (4.6) and (4.9), is equal to 
row, - r. row(up)~=l [col(r,)~zl row( wn_,)~=lcol(u,)~=l] r,. 
Thus, by (4.8) 
cro = ro[wn - row(w,_p)~~lcol(v~)~~lro], 
which is equivalent to (4.3) W 
It is clear that Theorem 1.7 follows from Theorem 4.1, as, in par- 
ticular, rq,_ l_n = crqO 
(rqO)-‘rqO-l-n. 
= rqOd and therefore c = rq, _ 1 _,( rq,) - ’ and d = 
Let us show how Theorem 1.5 can be obtained from Theorem 1.6. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.5. First assume that (1.4) holds. Then it is clear that 
(1.5)-(1.7) are fulfilled, taking z0 = w, = 0 and w~_~= - (~a))%~_~_~, 
zp = - rp~l_n(rO)-l for p = 1,2 ,..., fi. 
Conversely, assume that R- ’ is a block Toeplitz matrix. Then it follows 
from Theorem 1.6 that there exist block vectors .z = col( z,):=~ and w = 
row(wp);=a such that (1.5)-(1.7) hold. It follows from (1.6) that 
~,(~o)-‘~q-l-n - rp-l-“hrlrq 
= [rp(ro)-lzorq- Tpw,_q ] - [r,w”wl~q - %] 
(p,q=l,%...,n), 
or, using (1.7) 
Ql(%-lrq-l-” - rp-1-n (~o>-l~q=~p[(~o)~l~o-w,(~o)-ll~q 
( p,q=1,2 )...) n). (4.11) 
Note that (1.5) implies w,(rO)-’ = (rO)~‘zO. Therefore, (4.11) gives (1.4). n 
The following example is of a 2 X2 block Toeplitz matrix with 2 X2 
matrices as its entries. In this example, the inverse is a block Toeplitz matrix 
while the square is not. 
In order to simplify the proof of Theorem 1.8 we shall need the following 
notation. For given (rp}g=-,, let us define a(p,q,O) = rp_q, and for any 
j >, 1 define 
n n n n 
a(p,q, j)= C 2 *.. 2 2 rp_slrs,_sz~--rsj_4. 
q=o s,=o sip1 = 0 s, = 1 
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The following lemma wilI be used in the course of the proof of Theorem 
1.8. 
LEMMA 4.2. For given { rP};= _n, the condition 
rp(ro>jrq_,_, = r,-,-,(ro)‘rq (p,q=1,2 ,..., n, j=O,l,..., k-2) 
(4.12) 
implies 
7 p-l-nrt,rt, . . . rt,rq = rprt,Tt, . . * r,,r,-,-, 
(p,q=1,2 ,...) 12, i=1,2 )...) k-l), 
where t,, t,, . . . , ti are any numbers - n < t,,... , ti < n, not all 0. 
Proof. We shah prove this lemma by induction on i. For i = 1 then 
either t, < 0, for which (4.12) implies that rP_l_nrt,rq = rp_-l_-nrt,+l+nrq--l_n 
=rrr p t, q-l-n, or t,> 0, for which rp_l_-nrt,rq = rprt,_-l_nrq = rPrt,rqP1_,,. 
For the induction let us pass from i to i + 1. Let t, be the first positive (or 
the last negative) index among t,, . . . , t,+ 1. In case t, = tz = . * * t,_ 1 = 0 we 
may use (4.12), and otherwise we may use induction, to obtain 
rpPIPnrt, * f . rt, . . . rt,+,rq = rPrt, . . . rtlPIPn f . . rq, 
which is equal to rPrt, . . . rtr. -. rti+trq_l_n. n 
Proof of Theorem 1.8. We prove the theorem by induction and obtain in 
addition that if Rk is a block Toeplitz matrix Rk = (r,!Y’,);, q=O, then 
k-l 
,.(k) = 
P C dp,O,j)(rO)k-lPj (p=O,l,...,n) (4.13) 
j=O 
and 
k-l 
(k) 
rp-l-n = j~ou(p,n+l,j)(ro)k-l~j (p=1,2,...,n). (4.14) 
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First consider the case k = 2. It is clear from Proposition 2.1 that R2 is a 
block Toeplitz matrix if and only if 
r,r,_,_, = r,_,_,r, (P,9=w...d 
which is the equivalent of (1.10) in this case. 
Moreover, if R2 is a block Toeplitz matrix then it is clear that 
n n 
,w = 
P c rp-ST, = rpro + c *p-/s (p=O,l,..., n), (4.15) 
s=o s=l 
while 
T (2) - s~orp-l_sr~-“=rp_l_.a+ i rp_slrs, (P=L...,n). p-l-n - 
s,=s+l=l 
(4.16) 
But (4.15) and (4.16) are equivalent to (4.13) and (4.14) for this case of k = 2. 
Assume now that (1.10) (4.13), and (4.14) hold for some integer k > 2. 
By this, we assume that R, R2,. . . , Rk are all block Toeplitz matrices. 
Applying Proposition 2.1 to A = Rk and B = R, it is clear that Rk+’ is a 
block Toeplitz matrix if and only if 
(4.17) 
Combining (4.13) and (4.14) to (4.17), it is clear that Rk+ ’ is a block Toeplitz 
matrix if and only if 
k-l k-l 
C ~(p,O,j)(~o)k-l-jr,_,_,= 1 a(p,n+l,j)(To)k-l-j, 
j=O j=O 
(p,q=l,..., tr). (4.18) 
It is clear from (1.10) that 
u(p,O, j)(ro)k-l-jrq-l-n = ~(p, 12 + 1, j)(ro)k-l-jrg 
(%9=1, . . . . n, j=l,..., k-l), 
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and therefore, 
if (1.10) holds 
Moreover, 
(4.13) implies 
(4.18) implies that Rk+’ is a block Toeplitz matrix if and only 
with j running all over j = 0, 1, . . . , k - 1. 
,.(k+ 1) = 
P 
c rp_,r,‘k) for any p = O,l,..., n, and therefore 
s=o 
n k-l 
,.(k+l) = 
P 
which is the equivalent o,f (4.13) for k + 1. 
Similarly, rp(k:l), = C r,_r_,r,(_k), for any p = 1,. . . , 72. Therefore, (4.14) 
s=o 
implies 
r,‘!:?, = S~orp_r-S~~u(S, n + 1, j)( ro)k-l-i (p=1,2 )...) n). 
Distinguishing the case of s = n and attaching an index sr = s + 1 for s -C n, 
it is clear from Lemma 4.2 that this is the equivalent of (4.14) for k + 1. n 
It is known that for any 2 > m, (ra)l is a linear combination of 
ro,(ro)2,..., (~a)“-‘. Thus if (1.10) holds for k = m + 1, then all the positive 
powers of R are block Toeplitz matrices. 
Let us conclude with the following result, which can be derived from the 
previous ones. It might give a hint to the structure of algebras of block 
Toephtz matrices. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let R = (T,_,)~,,=~ be a block Toeplitz matrix. Zf 
rankcol( rp);=r = rankrow( Tp);=i = m, (4.19) 
then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) Both R2 and R3 are block Toeplitz matrices. 
(b) All positive powers of R are block Toeplitz matrices. 
(c) There exists an m x m matrix c such that 
and 
r p-l-n =mp=rpc (p=1,2,...,n) (4.20) 
cr, = r,c. (4.21) 
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Proof. First assume that there exists such a matrix c. Clearly (1.10) holds 
for any j 2 0, and therefore all the positive powers of R are block Toeplitz 
matrices. In particular, both R2 and R3 are block Toeplitz matrices. Thus, 
we have proved that (c) implies 00) and (a). Note that (4.19) is not required 
in this direction. 
It is clear that (b) implies (a), and therefore it remains to prove that (a) 
implies (c). Assuming that (a) holds, it follows from Theorem 1.8 that both 
col(r,)~=,row(r,_,_,)~=,=col(r,_,~,)~=,row(r,)~=, (4.22) 
and 
col(~p)~=1~grow(~p~l-n)~=l=co1(rp-l-n)~=lr0row(~p)~,l. (4.23) 
It follows from (4.19) that there exist block vectors u = row( UP):=, and 
u = col( v,,): = i such that 
row( up):= 1 col( r,)i= i = row(rp)~=lcol(vp)&l=lm. (4.24) 
Therefore, (4.22) combined with (4.24) implies both 
Tv_l_“= ( ;luqTq_l_n)Tp (P=lA...,n), 
and 
Tv_l_n=Tv( $lTq_l_“wq) (?3=1,2 ...> 4. 
But 
2 UpTv-l-n= f upTp i Tq_l-nWq= e Tq-l-nWq, 
p=l p=l q=l q=l 
n 
and therefore (4.20) holds for c = c u~T~_~_,,. Accordingly, by (4.23), it is 
clear that p=l 
i uvTv-,-,To = %p~l~v-l-nwp~ 
p=l 
Thus (4.21) is fulfilled. n 
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